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This paper is concerned with two inteJTelared issues,; the state of development
I1r.ory and its implicatioo f(X' the cWTCnt crisis in the 1'hird World. South Korea in
particular. I argue that capitalist development thear is currently at a deadlock. but
not enough of a ~gmatic crisis exists to allow for a significant breakthrough.
Furthermore. the crisis in the Third World. including that in South Korea. is a
reflection of this deadlock in developmenL As a consequence. a transition to a IX>st-
growth society. where national independence and integrity. social justice, and
dern~y are made ~e movers of development. have become exa-emely
difficult if not impossible. I shall use historical analysis and recent data to support
these pro~itions.

The flfSt pan is on capitalist development paradigms including their Sb'UCUlreS,
distinct cbanK:teristics. historical developments, matlmty. and crisis. The next
section focuses on South Korean crisis and indicatc:s why it is rooted in the
application of the growth model of capitalist developml~nt and may not go away in
the absence of a paradigmatic shift in development approach. A final section will
conclude the arguments and IX>ints toward prospects for U1e future. A Postscript
gives accounts of the Olympics politics and after.

Crisis in DeveJopmelll Theory and Strategy
Since the late 19th century there has been no breakthroughs in development theory
and, consequently, in development strategies, with the exceplion of the socialist
alternative. In other words, the field of development is clnTently at a deadlock. By
development theory I mean a system of concepts dull helps explain the causal.
consequenlial relations within and among social phenomena and the laws/telKlencies
that govern their quanlitative and qualitalive development and decline. Development
strategy, on the other hand. is the science of detA~nnining at each stage of
development the most imIX>rtant tasks to be implemented, the type and amount of
resources needed. and the localion of development. It thus belongs to the realm of
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p~tice and involves setting priorities, making plans, and forrl1uJating policies.
Devek>pmcot strategy, however, deperxis on development theory fcx concrete
analysis of the sihJ8tioo to be b'ansfcxmed and for fcxmuJation ,of ~ific goals,
objectives, and targets. Crisis of the one is thus crisis of thc~ od1~, and this
coon«tion allows me to use them interchangeably.

The present socioeconomic and political crises in the Third World (including
the Republic of Korea), and the growing demand for altenlatives are clear
iMications of the deadlock. in development theory and sttategy. lbe SJ>e(:ific crisis
in the ReJXlblic of Kaea also reflects the consequences of ttle growth m<x1e1
applied in that country since the end of the Korean War in 1953. Dependency,
dictatCnhip, and various types of injustices are among the consequences of the
m<x1el While th4: sihJ8tion requires new alternatives, the bulk of literature being
produced reitelaU~ old idea in different forms, and despite oW' gro'~g involvement
widl the practice of development, significantly new conbibutiOllS are noticeably
l4k:;k.ing. The crux of the problem, however, relates to die ina.bility of Curre.nt
development wisdom to advance appropriate dleoretical groundinl~ for ttansition to
a "post-growth" society where democracy, social justice, and nalional indepelkience
are made the centtal goals and the prime movers of developmel1lL

Yet, it is a gross exaggeration to insist that what we know about develOJXT\ent
tOOay Stops at die end of the 19d1 cenUJry. We know a great deal more (James and
Wilber, 1979). We know reasooably well, for example, what cau~ development
and underdevelopment and what consequences follow from diffelC:nt Sb'ategies. We
also know that "development" is a multidisciplinary field not leduclible to ecooomics
or any odler single field of knowledge, that it is a comprehensive practice involving
not just sectoral growdl but also territorial and distributional 8Spect!1 of developnent,
that we need appropriate planning models and policies to arrive f~ comprehensive
(and popularly acceptable) solutions, and that it requires cooperation at national and
international levels. FUrther, we know that industrialization of urban areas is not the
only or perha~ the best way to bring aoout development, that nc:idler growth nor
redistribution alone can do it. that efficiency and equity goals all: not nec~y
coob'adict(X"y or mutually exclusive, and that technocratism and centralism have
c~e under increasing pressure from demands for participation, decenttalization,
and democ~y. We also know that foreign investors, traders. financiers, and
governments put their interests ahead of die host country's interest!I, that integratioo
in die capitalist world ecooomy produces dependency, and that dependent
development has far-reoching negative implications for national ul1ity, culture. and
stability.

Why dlen, despite such profound knowledge of what develqpment is, are we
still in a deadlock concerning a more effective or universally acceptable theoretical
foundation for development beyond imbalanced and dependent growth under
dictators in the capitalist Third World? The problem. I suggest. has two dimensions:
first. ideological diversity has made a truly responsive synthc~sis of different
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approoches difficult; and second. the field has reached a mawre stage, but is not yet
ripe for qualitative transfonnation. In other words. while socialism remains
~pcable to the dommant forces in the capitalist world. not enough of a
paradigmatic crisis exist in capitalist development theory and sttategy to allow for
a significant breakthrough. We could thus ex~t to live with a proa-acted struggle
among the loyalists, critics, and dissidents of current development thinking.

The Ideological Diversity
There are many ap~ches to development. but a safe generalization is that these
a~hes (excluding the socialist alternative) may be reduced to three: the
populist strategy, the growth model. and the "growth with equity" aPJX'OOch. (Note:
"strategy," "model," and "approach" are used interchangeably through the paper).

T}J,. Populist Strategy
Populism, which takes different fonns in different counbies, refers [0 any politico-
ideological orientation that is based on the power of "people" and radicalism of the
middle class with a nationalistic/religious ovenone. It rejects foreign domination
aM dependency, seeks self-reliance, is inward-looking, and favors small-scale
~tivities and organizations. Populism searches the past for identity and alternatives,
~g81es contenanent. and tends to foster a social organization modeled after the
c<Xnmunallife in traditional society. I~ conceptions of social justice and dem~y
are based on primitive palromonialism and on a benevolent leadership. MOst anti-
establishment movemen~ immediately prior to the IndusU'ial Revolution rook the
fonn of populism. Such movements again reappeared in the late 19th centnry.
Examples include the farmers movement of the "Grangers" and "Greenbackers" in
the United States in the 1870s-1890s, and Narcx1ism in Russia in the late 19th
cenwry. The most recent ~pulist movemen~ in the Third World have bied [0
adapt an alternative "third way" of development African socialism (e.g., Nyerere's
Arusha declaration), Arab socIalism (e.g., Naserism in Egypt and Ba'thism in Syria
aIxi Iraq) , and the current ex~riences in Iran and Libya are among the most
prominent populist movemen~ in the contemporary Third World (see, e.g., Khoros,
1984; Amirahmadi, 1987; Kitching, 1982; Ionescu and GeUner, 1969).

The Growth Model
The growth model takes a totally different and more elaborate view of development
It equates development with a high and suswnable GNP growth rate genel'ated by
capital invesunents. Two strategies are generally followed: earlier in development
impon-substitution indusnialization is adopted: with further integration of the
economy in the world market an expon-promotion indusnialization becomes
preferable. Investments are fmanced by either domestic savings or foreigners. The
primary sources of savings in the Third World are the rich and the governments.
Expansion of profit at the expense of wages and regressive taxation are thus needed
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for in~g natiooal savings and this leads to income colilcenttation. Industry is
the mOSt prodoctive sector of the economy and receives diSJ~onate attention.
largc..scale proj~ts are beuez than small-scale operations. 8J1ld the ecooomic ~UXS
ale preiened over the social sectors. The result is uneven sectoral developmenL
Investments must also be located at the most prodocti,ve p~ and wt-ere
agglOn1a'ation economies exisL The already developed large urban centers and
regions are the logical choices. In other words. geogl1aphic concenttation is
n~ for growth (Gore. 1984; Dewar et al.. 1986: Fliedmann and Weaver.
1979).

Intrmal savings are insufficient for a .,igh growth rate. Moreover. technology
aIx1 nwlagement skills remain the monopoly of multinatiomll corporations. Foreign
inVestments should thus be encouraged and this entails free Irade and inc(XpQration
in the capitalist world economy. Dependency is. then. an inescapable outcome.
InstiaJtialal reforms are n~ed for growth to take-()ff and this assumes
nK)demization of culnlrai traditions and instibJtions including ways of life and
thinking, social values, family ties, and interpersonal relations. Westernization 15
therefore ~uired for growth.

The public sector is not a gO<Xi entrepreneur. however. and it hardly knows
how to manage the economy, innovate, or take risk. Irl other words, growth
mandates privatization. The ~onomic role of the state. nevertheless. remains
suong: it engages in comJX'ehensive planning, ~licy formulation. and implemen1alion
of many regulatory/control measures to insure the smOOth 2111d profitable operation
of the donestic and foreign private flnnS (Amirahmadi. 1986). Finally, growth
needs political stability and a ~werful force to regel1ler81C continuously its
preconditions. This requirement is generally met by a dictatc)rship of the ruling elite
in the name of national interest or defense.

Thus. the capitalist growth m<x1el generates income and spatial concenttation.
uneven sectoral development. dependency, cultural destruction; denationalization.
and dictatorship. Examples of counaies in the Third World which successfully
impiemented the sttategy include Brazil. Iran and the Reputllic of Korea. where the
"miracle" penor1nance subsequently ran into various socioeconomic and political
difficulnes. The neoclassical economists. the propagators of the model, were aware
of the conseqoonces of the model but maintained that in thc~ long-term the benefits
would aickle down or diffuse in which case the trend wOIJlld be reversed (the 50--
called inverted U hypothesis). To their surprise, the polariZJwon reversal either did
not occur at allor, when it did. was insignificant and confined to only a few
counaies. Instead, the benefits of growth have continued (I) aickie up making the
bad worse (Weaver and Jameson. 1981; Szentes, 1976).

This upper-class strategy for accumulation and concentration of wealth in the
hands of a few (but in the name of the nation) has also a lon;g history. Its the<X'etical
fOUlxiation was laid out by Adam Smith and the Industri211 Revolution marks its
rust stage of implementation. The sttategy reappeared again in early 20th century
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aJxi found ib theOIetK:aI perfectioo and widespread application in the 1950s and
19ros.
TM "Growth With Equity" Model
The "growth with ~uity" approoch represents a synthesis. but one that is also oot
resJX)llsive to die ~ and demands of the present devekJpment stage in the Third
Wood. Originally ad~ by such classical economists as Ricardo aM Sismondi
in me mid-19th centmy. the approach advocates a ~tributive aPlXOSCh to
econanx: development Injustices of the Industrial Revolution had already led
many. including the humanist Robert Owen. to rise up against capitalism arx1
proJX>SC mme egalitarian development Marx and Engels call~ them u~ian
socialists. and Lenin said the same later about the social democrats in Europe. The
straregy teenaged in a more sophisticated form in the 1960s as hope for revezsal
of Ua1ds ~~t~ by the growth model diminished aM prospectS for revolutions
bepD fa ~ in the Third World. Kennedy's AlliaJK:e for ~ in Latin
America signaled the beginning of the new approach and was a reaction to the
Cut.D revolution.

The "growth with ~uity" approach oovocates land reforms. a rebD'n to
agriculcure 8K1 rural-based inVestmeDU. aPlXOPriate technology. provision of basic
~ (S\K:b as food. shelter. heaith-care services. 811(1 rectea1ioo), ~
inv~t in ~\Kation 10 improve human capital. and a new international
econcm¥: order. The sttategy seeks 10 mitigate dis~es by means of various
refcxms and throogb reaienwion of priorities. It corx:enuates on small-scale
activities but is also favorable 10 large-scale projects. emphasizes reliarx:e on local
~ but considers foreign assistance and invesunenrs n~ssary. and encom'Bges
the private ~lOr's development but gives a major role to state planning and the
public ~UX' (Szentes. 1976; James and Weaver. 1979). This eclectic approach.
however. fails 10 tackle the larger problems of underdevelopment. dependency. and
~litical IXUticipalioo; it accepts the basic capitalist instiwnons and the existing
~w~ and political structures at domestic and internauonal levels. This is why the
synthesis of the growth model and ~pulism has not been responsive to the needs
atx1 demands of the present struggle for development. national indepelKience. social
justice. and cr.mocracy in the Third World.

Common Charact,-ristics of th,- Models: ThLor'-ticai SrructJu'- and History
Despite their differences. the three approaches have two things in commoo: a rigid
~ structure (the growth model more so) and a single history. Concerning
tlr. lauer. the most important fact is that these ap~hes devel~ in the comse
of a single lX'OCess of thesis. antithesis. and synthesis. a process which has been
cyclical/spiral. but which has come to a halt in the fonn of a static circular
movement from one approach to another in recent times. In particular. the
Industrial Revolution. the flfSt real application of the growth model. negated the
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utopian/J:Mtternalistic thinking of the pre-ind~uial era so engrained in the minds of
many Westem European intellecb1a1s of the Refamlwon and Enlightenment
periods. The growth approoch was in turn negated by the growth with equity
~ whose origin goes bock to the mid-19th cenbIrY'!i anti-industrial movement
in Europe. As we have noted. these SU'81Cgies weze to rc:emerge again in the late
19th cenbIrY and throughout the 20th century. but ea:h tin1e at a more sophisticated
aOO extensive scale until they re-=h~ their growth lilrnits in the early 1970s.
Emergeoce of the socialist alternative at the turn of thi!; century reJX'esented the
only major breakthrough in development thinking, although its applicatjon has
remain~ confined to socialist countries (Clarkson, 1978; Nyilas, 1977; Defosses
aOO Levesque, 1975; Fagen, 1986).

This common hisray has been riven with ideological iiOO thea'etM:aI diffeIerK:es
leading ~h approoch to develop its own rigid SU'UCt11re aJxt become ossified
within it The following six components may be idaltificd within the stnx:bIre of
e¥h model: a fixed set of assumptions; a JX)Sitivistic epistemology; a definite
cooceptual framework; an agreed strategy for pnM::tice; a set of ~tenniDcd
planning methods and policies; and an expected (predicl:able) set of results. The
first ~ components belong to what we shall call the "thc~ oomain" and the wt
three to the "practice domain." The articulation of thc~ two domains. in bun.
produces the paradigm of the particular app~h to devl~lopment

Following Thomas Khun (1970). by paradigm we refer to a set of shared views
held by a community of scholars. From its assumptions to its results or e~y.
e¥h paradigm follows a consistent path, and the casu;u connections are from
assumptions to results. from theory domain to pr.:tio~ domain. Paradigmatic
thinking says that if you apJX'08ch things systematicall:v and things do not go
wrong, then you will obtain the expected solution. This is indeed the source of the
problem: any time the result arrived at is unexpected, the t,larne goes to the process
and not to the assumptions. In other words, results ten(1 to mystify rather than
inform the assumptions and they may not therefore becorne the soun:e of a chain
reaction that is needed to develop before the paradil~ is awakened to its
ineffectiveness. In the real world, assumptions also lt~nd to be ideologically
motivated and this makes paradigms even more resistance to change. But this does
not mean that paradigm will never change.

Maturity of D~elopment Theory
To capture the real essence of the relationship betwee:rt maturity of capitalist
development theory/strategy and the deadlock it fmds itself today, it is instructive
to recall Kuhn's arguments about the dialectical nature of development of paradigms.
To begin with, any paradigm soon develops into what Kuhn cails a "normal
science," that is, an ossified structure of theory and practice domains. Among maj<r
characteristics of a normal science are its resistance to change and the lack of
motivation for novelty. Yet normal science can not escape the eventuality of being
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qualitatively transfonned into its opJ:x)site, in the fonD of a new paradigm. Indeed,
the very static nature of nonnal science becomes the source of its destruction. As
increasing quantities of knowledge are accumulated and the gap between the
expected results and the actual occurrences becomes unacceptably high, members
of the community of shared views encounter "anomalies." Consequently, some
members begin to question the validity of the paradigm. They initially engage in
debates within the paradigm and criticize the dominant mainsb'eam views. Soon,
however, they dissent in favor of a new approach as pressure for loyalty from the
community intensifies. These dissidents then become pioneers of a new paradigm
that develops slowly and only after a minimum quantity of knowledge needed for
the qualitative leap is accumulated. The old paradigm survives until a new
paradigm develops from its womb and begins to establish itself as a new nonnal
science.

The story of development theory is quite similar. By the late 19th century all
three approaches had become nonnal sciences, fIrSt populi.!;m, then its negation, the
growth model, and, then the negation of its negation, rbe growth with equity
approoch. The real breakthrough occurred with the em4~rgence of the socialist
alternative, but this new paradigm was resisted by mainSb"eam intellectuals and the
dominant social groups in the capitalist world. Notwithstanding increasing defection
to the socialist alternative, capitalist paradigms remain steadfast. Consequently, the
cyclic return to and simultaneous resurgence of the old development paradigms
have become inevitable since the tWll of this centtlry. At present all ttu-ee
approoches are in a deadlock crisis. While demand for novelly is increasingly
raised. resistance to change is equally powerful. Transition to a new paradigm of
development seems inevitable, a paradigm that would be resJ:x)nsive to the four
fundamental demands of the present capitalist Third World: national independence,
social justice, democracy, and development. When and how this transition would
arrive and whether it will ever be possible to develop such a paradigm in the
context of capitalism can not be predicted with any degree of reasonable certainty.

The South Korean Experience
The current crisis in the Republic of Korea is reflective of the deadlock in
development theory and of the consequences of the sbigent application of the
growth model. In particular, while the growth model in the, Republic has genemted
dependency, dictatorship, and various types of injustices (alongside economic
growth and strucUlral changes), the current development wisdom in the country is
incapable of advancing an appropriate post-growth stt'ategy whereby democracy,
national independence. and social justice are made the prime movers of development.
In the specific case of South Korea, reunification with the North remains another
major stumbling block to a national consensus about an appropriate development
approach. The remaining part of this article will focus on the nature of the problems
that underlied the mass movements in the Republic of Korea throughout 1987 and
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which continue to remain sources of future tensions in that country. The papeJ' will
be summed up with a few observations concerning the pany platforms in the 1987
election and the IX>st-Olympics politics in order to shed light on prospects for the
futtlre.

Historical Overview
Korea fell prey of Japan in 1910 and remained a colony of that sUite until 1945
when the Japanese colonial empire fell apart in the afternlath of its defeat in WW2.
Japan's forced departure was followed by the United :S tates , occupation of the
south and establishment of the American Military Government The country was
tlD'ned over to the Koreans in 1948 under the dictatorship of Syngman Rhee. Soon.
however. the civil war erupted between the Left and tile Right and the country
became a battle ground for the indirect struggle betweerll international communist
movement (USSR and :::hina) and world capitalism (US).. The war ended. in 1953.
in North-South division and extreme economic destruCtilOn of Korea. Explaining
the hardship of the war period to Chira (1988a), reporter of The New York Tiln'-s
in Seoul for the 1988 Summer Olympics. a Korean WOf,l1an had the following to
say: "We lived on leftovers-the American peeled the potatoes so thickly we could
live off the peels."

However. the impact of the Japanese and AmericaJrl occupations went well
beyond these political and economic disasters; they weJre equally destructive of
Korean national pride and cultural identity. Japanese were: particularly antagonistic
to Korean culture and nationalism. For example. "Toward! the end of their 35-year
occu~tion. Japanese forbade Korean to speak their own I.lnguage and forced them
to take Japanese names" (Chira 1988a). Although American's lreatrnent of Kocean
culture and nationalism has been less harsh. they too l()()ked down on them as
reflected in such TV series as M.A.S.H. and Pork Chops Hill. More dramatically,
this hostility toward the Korean traditions was also foster(~ by Rhee's regime and
his successors in an attempt to modernize the country along the lines suggested by
their Western advisors.

While the American Military Government had focused on a limited land
reform program and a few rural development projects. Rl1lee's regime emphasized
infrastructure. began creating several state monopolies b~( nationalizing Japanese
enterprises. and made reunification with the North a major goal. largely for
propaganda purpose and domestic conswnption. His econorll1ic development sttategy
concentrated on growth through impon-substitution indusuialization. By the end of
the Rhee's reign in 1960, the Koreans had achieved very little development while
the government had become unacceptably repressive, ';:OmIpt. and inefficient
(Mason. et aI.. 1980; Kuznets. 1977). Per capita income in 1962 was a little more
than US $87 and the disparity in income and wealth distribution was rising rapidly.

The 1960 "students revolution» for democracy. national development and
independence. reunification. and social justice reflected I:hese dire conditions in
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which the Koreans found themselves at the time, and represented their aspiration
for a new beginning. The revolution, however, did not succeed in bringing about
any major changes beyond affecting a transfer of power from the Rhee regime to
the sha't lived Myon Chang's relatively popular gov(~mment (Lee, 1969). Being
coocemed wiili the new government's sympathetic starld on demands raised by the
students among otbez sectioos of the middle class, tile United States and Japan
hocked its violent overthrow by Chung Hee Park's military coup in 1961.

This episode marked a completely different beginning for Korea than had been
aspired by the 1960 swdents revolution: Korea adopted the growth model and
began to grow fast in the direction of capitalism and its integration into the world
economy, and under the strict supervision of the state. National economic
development planning became the main b'anSfonning tool of the government. The
growth model was, however, implemented at the expense of democracy, social
justice, national independence, and reunification. This development process did not
end with the death of Park in the hands of his own KCIA (Korean Central
Intelligence Agency) chief in 1979. His successor, 1)00 Hwan Chun, who also
came to power through a military coup in 1980 (after almost a year of political
confusion), continued to suppress demands originally raised in the 1960 swdents
revolution. At the same time, he expanded and strenglhened the existing laws and
policies particularly those favoring rapid capitalist development and South Korean
integration into capitalist world economy. Meas~ designed to increase profitability
of the export sector and foreign capital were especially expanded and strengthened
(Shorrock, 1986). As we shall shm'tly see, the new preiident, Tae Woo Roh, is also
expected to continue these policies. The fact that he is the first "elected" president
of Korea after almost a quarter of a century of military role may not change the
situation much. After all, Roh is a military man of the same class and commitments
as his predecessor and was a partner in the 1980 coup.

Application of the Growth Model and the Subsequent Problems
For the flfSt few years, Park was primarily concerned with establishing its
repressive apparatuses including the KCIA. In the meantime, many anti-Communist
laws were introduced, popular gains of the students revolution were reversed, and
relations with Japan were nonnalized. Then in 1965, Park's regime announced a
major policy change: from suppon of impon-substitution to expon-promotion
industrialization (Kim, 1975). The new outward-looking strategy also adopted a
"growth flfSt, redistribution later" approach to economic development which has
remained largely unchanged ever since. Initially. the government focused on labor.
intensive and light industries but soon emphasis shifted to promoting capital-
intensive and heavy industries. The change coincided with the increased direct and
indirect involvement of the American and Japanese capital. The role of foreign
trade and investment in Korean development became increasingly imponant (Balassa.
1985: Koo. 1985).
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Park's regime made the state the main agent of economic development and the
pivot for the tri-partite political economic alliance tetween the government,
chaebols (family-run conglomerates), and transnational capital (Sharrock, 1986).
National development planning was introduced in 1962 and ever since Korea has
implemented some 5 five-year development plans. The Cllrrent one, the Sixth Plan,
covers the 1987-91 period. Korean planning has been more than just indicative.
Implementation of the plans has been mandated and faclllitated by extensive laws
and policy measures. The extensive direct government investments and various
fmancial, fIScal, and administrative incentives for the private sector have all been
included in the national plans. However, the creation and maintenance of a cheap
and trained labor force remained the major policy concenl of the government. This
was achieved, among other means, by an anti-agricultural workers and peasants
policy, increased investment in technical education, aIJd sheer repression, e.g.,
banning workers' strikes (Hart-Landsberg, 1987). Other lnajor initiatives included
devaluation of Won in the mid-1960s, and increasing use of foreign trade,
technology, and fmance.

Both Park's and Chun's regimes applied the growth model of capitalist
development with rigor and efficiency, so well indeed tllat the Korean economic
performance has been chala;:terized by many as a "miracle'" in capitalist development
experience (Woronoff, 1986). Measured in terms of econolmic growth and structmal
change, the performance has been indeed remarkable for a country that is not rich
in resources except for a trained labor force. After an initial period of war,
rehabilitation, and political instability (1945-1962), the eccmomy began to gradually
take-off and then sustain an impressive GNP growth f3,te of approximately 8%
(average per year), excepting for the crash of 1980. In 1~)87, the growth rate was
12%, among the highest in the world. Presently (1988), around 33% of the nation's
GNP goes into savings, a good portion of which is rein'"ested. In the meantime,
South Koreans' per capita consumption expenditures COl1ltinue to increase.

The Korean per capita income increased from around US $87 in 1962 to about
$3,000 ($24,000 in constant dollar) in 1987. There is almost total literacy in urban
areas where the majority of the population lives. Life exJ:ectancy is over 65 years
at birth, up by 20 years since the end of the civil war ill1 1953. A quarter of all
homes have washing machines, half have telephone, three quarters have refrigerator,
and nearly all have TV (The New York Times, Sept. 30" 1988). The health care
services are not, however, doing equally well, but a social insurance system will
soon be implemented.

Sectoral composition of GNP also drastically changed in favor of more
contributions from manufacturing and services at the expense of agriculture.
Growth and diversity on the part of the Korean manufacturing sector which
produces exports has been particularly extraordinary. Thc~ country's exports even
include such high-tech items as semiconductors and high quality personal computers.
The new tourism industry has been growing in double-digit numbers in recent
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years. In 1987, South Korea's trade with the world was $88 billion (Chira 1988g).
These and other changes have transfonned South Korea so much that it is now
considered a Newly Indusuializing Country by most in the field of development
studies. The "miracle" was managed by partnership between the state, Ka-ean
chaebols, and international capital. The role of the state seems to have been the
most significant.

The real makers of the "miracle," the working people of South Korea (woo
continue to put in 57-hom week), were not its primary beneficiaries. Instead, those
who organized and controlled it, the tri-partite alliance, received most of the gains.
Cel'tain social groups also joined the government officials (civilian and military),
the chaebols, and foreign capital in "ripping ofr' the growing national economic
pie. The ordinary Koreans were provided with only a subsistence life to enable
them to reproduce the system on an expanding scale. They were also made to put
up with wiooning socioeconomic, sectoral, and spatial disparities. destruction of
national culture and traditions, the growing political repression. and iocreasing
dependency of the homeland on American and Japanese markets and capital

For over 25 years, South Koreans have been living under military dictators and
a repressive state that has extended itself in all political economic directions. As a
political agent. the state has repressed the most basic human liberties in the name
of national integration and defense. The existence of socialist North Korea has
played a major pretext in the hands of the capitalist state to dismiss every
democratic demand as "communistic" and oppress tbe inspiring Koreans as
"subversives." As an economic agent, on the other hand, the state has increased its
entrepreneurial role to guarantee its own expanded reproduction and pay for the
costs of maintaining tbe repressive apparatuses. The state's economic functions
were also directed toward prosperity of a handful of chaebols and transnational
[inns.

After Japanese colonialism, it was American imperialism's turn to dominate
Korean economy. In 1964, for example, well over 50% of tbe country's total [iXed
capital formation was [manced by tbe United Slates (Cole. 1980), and between
1967 to 1979 tbe share of capital stock owned by transnational [innS (mainly
American and Japanese) rose from 2.7"0 to 14.7"0. In 1985, foreign savings
accounted for 10% of Korean capital fonnation, indicating a ratber significant
degree of dependency on foreign savings for national investment. Over the entire
1962-79 period, foreign investment, including public and commen:ial loans,
amounted to $16.2 billion (current price) while the corresponding figure for 1980-
85 was $16.3 billion. Japan accounted for 46% of all direct foreign investment in
Korea over the 1980-86 period while the U.S. share was 35% (Ministry of Finance,
1987; EPB, 1987:239). The Japanese share in South Korea's foreign investment
continue to grow at tbe expense of tbe United States. In 1987, for example. foreign
investment reached $1 billion, of which Japan invested $495 million, nearly double
American investment of $255 (Chira, 1988g; The New York Times, Sept. 30. 1988).
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The extent of Korea's depelx1ency on the United ~itates and Japan is further
indicated by the coontry's foreign trade markets. In 1985, South Korea de~nded
on the United States and Japan for 35.5% and 15'% of its eXJX}rt markets
respectively. The corresponding figures for imports W1~ 20.8% and 24.3%. In
1986. the United States purchased 50% of Korean exports, making it the fIrSt year
in the entire modem history of South Korea to end widl a positive trade balaoce.
This was made possible by a record trade surplus of S:7 billion with the United
States, a market that might be tightened at any time givc:n the current pro~tionist
mood in the American Congress.

Although the trade balance with the United States w;~ expanded to $10 billion
in 1987, the precarious nature of trade relation between tl1e two coUI1tries continues
to remain a major source of concern in both countries: in 1987, the United States
took 38.5% of Korean exJX)rts, down from 50% a year ~:o; and the United States's
pressme on South Korea to o~n up its market is increlsing consistently. In Fall
of 1988, following the Olympics, The United States' Tre~ Deparunent ~used
South Korea of manipulating its currency (that is, making Won deliberately cheaper
relative to dollar) to stimulate sales of its go<xls to die United States, thereby
impeding a reduction of the big American trade deficit (Kibom, 1988). Yet. imports
from the United States are already up 50% in 1988 and "Ilalf of Korea's $10 billion
trade surplus with America is actually Japan's-m~hinery and parts brought fran
Japan and transformed into products here fCl' the American Market" (The New
York Times, Sept 30, 1988). It is in response to these diffilCulties with the old friend
that Korea is expanding trade relations with Asia, Japan in particular, and the
communist world (Chira, 1988g). Trade with Japan increased to 17.8% in 1987
from 15.6% a year ago.

South Korea's success has also been supported and constrained by a relatively
large foreign debt. In 1980, South Korea's debt was $2'~ billion or 0.31 % of the
country's gross national production, compared to 0.18% folr the Newly Industrializing
Countries as a whole. The figure soared to $45 billion in 1987. making it Asia's
biggest debtor. Although a discounted dollar enabled South Korea to repay about
a quarter of its debt in 1988, the debt burden continues ((I remain the most serious.
Recall that South Korea imports four fifths of its food. items whose prices are the
most sensitive to changes in value of dollar. A rise in world in~t rate would also
exacerbate South Korea's debt problem.

Application of the growth model also led to extreme concentrations of wealth,
income inequality, spatial disparity, and sectoral imbalance. Industrial expansion
took place at the ex~nse of agriculture as indicated by growing Korean food
imports and the decrease in the share of agriculture in natjonal production. Despite
improvement, rural areas remain far behind urban places (Kim, 1985). The author
visited a few villages around the city of Taegu in 1987 and can attest to the low
level of rural development in that part of the country which is considered among
the better parts of South Korea. Most economic activities have been concentrated
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in a few major metropolitan areas along the Seoul-Pusan corridor, while the
Western parts of the country remain far behind

Between 1956 and 1985, about 8 million people migrated to Seoul, making it
the flfih largest city in the world. Presently, the city has a population of about 10
million, nearly a qUarteJ' of the country's population, crowded onto less than 1 % of
South Korea's land area. This unhealthy IX>pulation concentration has been matched
with a similar concenbation of socioeconomic, administrative, and political ~tivities
in Seoul. In 1985, for example, 83.3% of central govemlment bodies and agencies,
69.2 % of manufacturing head offices, 96.3 % of international ttade, 47.2% of higher
education, and 47.7% of business finance were concerttrated in that one city. In
comparison, the corresponding figures for Pusan, the COIlJntry' S second largest city,
were 8.7%, 0.9%, 6.3%, 3.2%, 11.2%, and 8.0% respectively (Reo, 1987). GroWth
of the small- to mediwn-size cities was particularly slo'~ when comJrdred to large
urban centers (Lim, 1984). "With so many already here, and hundreds of thousands
more who come every year," wrote crura (1988b), "it is small wonder that Seoul
is a showcase not only for the nation's progress but the worst of its urban ills.
Noise, pollution, cramped housing and clogged traffic have plagued Seoul for
years."

Wealth and income are also unevenly distributed, and "the gap [is] widening
between haves and have nots" (Chira, 1 988g). Sales of 10 largest Korean
conglcxner3tes amounted to 65.2% of the country's GNP in 1983, and in 1984 the
top 10 exJ)(X'tel'S accounted for 70% of the total Korean exIX>rts for the year (Hart-
Lindsbel'g, 1987, p. 38). The extreme nature of inC',ome inequality was also
underscaed by the 1979 Catholic Youth Council report which indicated that "three
tenths of one percent of the IX>pulation received 43 percent of the GNP, while 75
percent of all workers made less than $100 a month" (Hart-Landsberg, 1987, p. 36).
Business Week (December 23, 1985) was even more explicit about the plight of the
Korean working people: "few workers can afford to buy the consumer goods they
make And the slum that surrounds Seoul grow daily as the unemployed flock in
from the countryside." In 1987, average hourly wages for auto workers was $3.60
as compared with $18 for J~ workers. Finally, a 1985 U.S. AI.D. development
study had to acknowledge that there was "evidence of increasing disparities in
income, both between the urban and rural sector and between the richer 10% of the
population and those at the bottom" (quoted in Harrison, 1987, p. 161), Evidence
also suggests that prosperity of certain middle class sttatas may be illusory at best.
For example, after 15 years, her [Mrs. Hong] family had managed to expand their
bag-sewing business, hiring three workers, wrote crura (1988c),

But they needed to nm the factory al full speed, and their I~ SO<Xl ouuan their profiu. They
lOll the business, and Mn. Hong's husband .uff~ a recunence of a dlildhO<xi heart aihnenL
The hIXDe they had OOughl waslom down in roe of a countless urban renewal projecu that began
to reshape Seoul, and she reC%ived only meager canpensatioo paymenL
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The Present Crisis in Korea
The present crisis in Korea is thus deeply
political, and national problems and "few
indeed fixed the status quo] will end their
reunification" with the North (Shorrock,

At stake is a uansitioo from military to civilian govenunent, and from an alnhoritarim, stale-
cootrolled eCXJI1lX11Y that has favored big oosiness to a democratic ecorxxny that offen a mo~
equitable distribution of income and better conditioo for worlcers, fanners, and owners of small
and medium oosinesses...the movement for Ko~ democracy also involves a struggle with
fo~ign powers-partiallady the USA...{Shomx:k, 1988, p. 98).

Roh's victory in the election on December 1987 only demonsttates the
enormous power that the Korean tri-partite alliance wield in that country. Recall
that Roh was insttumental in the military coup of 1980 which brought Chun to
power and that he was hand-picked by the dictator to succeed him. Indeed, this
open political arrogance ignited the mass democratic movc~ment of 1987. Is it not
then strange that he should be elected in a popular election~' Clearly, Roh's flexible
awrooch to the oPlXJsition and his responsiveness to i~: demands helped. The
United States was, as is well known. instrumental in making the Korean ruling
class accept certain safe compromises (Washington Post. 23 June, 1987). Wide-
spread election fraud has also been relXJrted by the opposition. But it was the split
within the opposition that played the key role in Roh's victory.

Could it be that the split was indeed managed by thc: United States and the
Korean establishment? For a fuller revelation we may have to wait for years ~fore
the massive secret documents on the election are disclos~i by the American and
Korean governments. It is, however, well known that both tile United States and the
Korean establishment did not want to see Dae Jung 1Grn as president. In July 1987
the Korean Chief of Staff had warned that "something Wlhappy" could occur if
Kim was to even run for president (Shorrock, 1988. p. 1 {)(»). Similar concern had
been also voiced by James Lilley, the United States Ambassador to Korea: "Kim
Dae Jung is not unequivocally pro-American," and "So he could turn on us at any
moment" (Shorrock, 1988, pp. 106, 109). It is therefore highly likely that the
United States had advised the more conservative Young Sam Kim to ron for
president and that he should not compromise with Dae Junl~ Kim, hoping that this
would split the oPlXJsition. The United States certainly knc:w that Dae Jung Kim,
under extreme pressure from his supporters, many of whom had lost family
members and friends and had suffered from years of oppression, could not
withdraw its candidacy for president in favor of his moderate rival. It is also highly
likely that the South Korean establishment accepted the free election, with Dae
Jung Kim as a candidate. only after it was assured of the split

Whether Roh was elected in a fair or a fraudulent election does not change the
fact that his administration will largely preserve the status "IUD. A cursory reading
of the Democratic Justice Party (DJP) platform indicates that it lacks both the

rooted in the country's social, economic,
in Korea believe that the election (which
sU'Uggle for deml:>cratic rule and eventual
1988, p. 97).
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political will and the alternative development strategy needed for any major
soci~onomic, political, and national transformations. The platform ad\QCates
anti-<:ommunism. continued hostility toward North Korea, and repression of Koreans
considered "subversive"; supports a deepening of South Korea's alliance with the
United States and Japan; and favors strong economic growth under the general
leadership of the state in alliance with big domestic and international business. The
party's acceptance of certain constitutional reforms and economic changes in favor
of disadvantaged sectors may indeed prove to be a pre-Olympics ploy. The vIP
platform thus remains essentially antithetical to most democratic demands raised
during the revolution and as such, it is a platform for preservation of the status quo
(Shorrock, 1988).

The crisis in Korea, however, goes beyond the inability or unwillingness of the
status quo party to change. A more reformist Dae Jung Kim would have changed
little had he been elected president The platform of the Reunification Democratic
Party (RDP) supports this assertion. It stands for a constitutional government.
individual libeny, and major reforms in favor of the working people and smaller
business units. These democratic measures are matchl~ with support for a free
enterprise system. closer ties with the United States and Japan, and a strong anti-
communist stand in domestic and international affairs. Moreover, the Party's
approach to reunification remains ambiguous as does its anti-big business rhetorics,
and pro-labor stand (Shorrock. 1988; The Guardian. 9 September 1987).

Conclusion
To sum up, while the DJP remains the party of status quo, the RDP does not
possess the capacity to lransfonn the Korean society even if it was to capture
political power. The DJP is still enchanted with the growth model, while the RDP
is after the growth with equity approach. As indicated by experiences elsewhere in
the Third World, middle-class movements generate enonnous potential for
revolutionary changes in the direction of realizing democracy, social justice, and
national indepen<r.nce. Their realization, however, remains constrained by powerful
domestic and international forces (Amirahmadi, 1988). Transition to a post-growth
society where these democratic goals are the prime movers of development also
remains constrained by the present deadlock in development thinking and the
inability of the middle class to break through the deadlock. The current crisis in
Korea is "the extension of past struggles for democratic rights and reunification that
were cut shon by military interventions" (Shorrock, 1988, p. 97). As such, it could
not be expected to go away just because of an election.

Postscript: The Olympics Politics and After
"The Olympics [had] been made a religion since 1981'" when Seoul was awarded
the Summer Games, wrote Chira (1988a) quoting a magazine publisher in South
Korea; "Anyone against it [was] labeled an infidel," To better appreciate the truth
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behind this statement, we must recall that the Olympics came into the life of ~
Korean at a very sensitive period in the history of their nation: at the point of
growing demand for a new beginning, for a complete b'aI:lSition from the status quo
to a wholly new domestic and international order. Under this condition, the
Olympics served as a constraint on the Government, the military, and the opposition.
It also allowed the ruling elites to control political activities of the opposition and
defer political and socioeconomic reforms. "With Olympics' peace zones" in force
across the city, the police [were] JX)ised to crack down on anyone who demonstrate[d]
or stage[d] labor strikes, legal activities in normal time~:" (Chira, 1988b).

The ruling elite also used the Olympics as a show for foreigners. For examples:
"...officials were showering visiting V.I.P.s with gifts" (Chira, 1988a); and "There
[were] two Seouls, the everyday one that screech[ed] wld blare[d] and laugh[ed]
out loud, and the sanitized one that [was] being polished and buffed for the world
to see" (Chira, 1988b). Further, vendors on streets of S~~ul were banned and the
city was swept by the specially equipped vacuwn cleaner trucks instead of the
regularly used straw brooms. The games were also used tcl promote the big business
and to turn the hidden "defensive patriotism of the Koreans into intense
competitiveness with advanced nations" (Chira, 1988a).

The Olympics also served as a means both to promole and diffuse the national
ideal of reunification with the North. North and South met for the [lISt time in
nearly three years in August of 1988, but failed to reach :my agreement. While the
South proposes building good will through family visits, trade and citizen's
exchange, the North wants a pledge of nonaggression and the eventual withdrawal
of American troops. In an offensive move, Roh has asked the United Nations good
office to mediate and has tried to get the United States, Japan, the Soviet union. and
China involved in an international, six-nation, "consultative conference for peace"
and reunification with North (his speech at the UN, Octo,ber 18, 1988. See Lewis,
1988a). North Koreans have, however, accused Roh as wanting to legitimize the
division rather than reunify Korea. North's position is that North and South should
become autonomous equal governments inside a greatel' Confederal Republic of
Koryo that would represent them both at the UN and ill foreign affairs; the two
Koreas would maintain their different economic and political systems; and the
United States would have to withdraw its approximatel), 44,000 troops from the
South. The North is also demanding that the United St2ltes signs a formal peoc.e
treaty with the North to replace the 1953 armistice ending the Korean War, that the
two Koreas sign a nonaggression pact, and that the South n~peals laws discriminating
against communists. (Lewis, 1988b).

The Olympics were also used to sentisize Korean nationalism, a development
that may not be in the long-term interest of the Korean e:lites though in the shon-
term the business community in the country will benefit from it. "The Olympics,
many hope, can show the scoffers that South Korea is more than a nation of grocers
and car-makers and no longer the land of Pork Chops Hill and M.A.S.H." (Chira,
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1988a). An aspect of the new nationalism is increasingly reflected in growing anti.
Americanism, a feeling that the Korean establishment has been unable to conb"Ol.
The NBC reporting of Korea's social ills, biased reporting of the games, and
misbehavior by American servicemen and athletes have all helped increase anti.
Americanism during the Olympics. "A growing Korean national pride, fed by the
Olympics, is promoting resentment over American J:lressure to open South Korean
markets to American goods. Moreover, many Koreans chafe at the continuing
presence of American military installations in downtown Seoul, and what many
Koreans see as American arrogance During the Olympics, many South Koreans
booed American athletes and cheered those from Communist countties." (Chira,
1988d).

Meanwhile, economic growth continues; but it could decline: demands for
social programs are growing rapidly and a freer work force and the farmers are
demanding a higher share of growth; at the same time, democratization has made
a wage and price conb"Ol policy impossible and a less consb"aint political opposition
is constraining planning and other technocratic measlJres. Wages increased by 20%
in 1987 and could increase at a similar rate in 1988. Thus, the danger of inflation,
5% in Fall 1988, remains real as money supply is also increasing rapidly and
current occount smplus is expanding while new investments are not forthcoming.
Exports could also slow down-from a 25% increase in 1987 to an 18% increase
in 1988, as wages increase and access to the martcets in the United States becomes
increasingly difficulL Economic matters are important as their worsening in 1980
triggered the coup.

On political ground, South Koreans have achieved few major victories since
Roh's election to presidency of the country in December of 1987. The nation's fJrst
opposition.conb"Olled legislature was elected in April 1988, and press freedom and
human rights have improved. However, much needs to be achieved: activities of the
KCIA continue to remain unchecked, a number of political prisoners remain in jail
and other freed can not participate in politics, and Roh's government has continued
to crack down on what he calls "revolutionaries" determined to overthrow democracy
and capitalism (Chira, 1988e). In the meantime, campus demostrations have
continued to remain a daily event in the country. The influential students movement
has seized upon the emotional theme of reunification with the North. They have
also made anti-Americanism a central theme of their struggle.

What will happen now that the Olympics are over? "Business leaders have
repeatedly called on the Government to crack down on strikes, and are hoping to
see tougher policies once the Olympics end." (Chira, 1988g). Meanwhile, the
sinIation has become particularly sensitive as the opposition-controlled legislature,
elected in April 1988 with new power, continues its investigations into corruption
and abuse of authority during the previous Government which Roh had helped
come to power. 'The next several months will test not only Mr. Roh's foreign
policy, but his commiunent to change at home as well. His accommodating manner
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and his deliberate rejection of his predecesor's imperiou:s styl~ have won him
measured praise even from opposition leaders. But many l<:oreans, made cautious
by a history of brief spells of freedom followed by coups, ~'ill be closely watching
post-Olympics politics" (Chira, 1988d).
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